SUSTAINABILITY METRICS
The previous sections highlight the many programs and activities undertaken by the Office of
Sustainability, other County government departments and agencies, non-profit organizations,
and residents and businesses in the County. This section provides some metrics to
demonstrate the effect of these activities, and the progress the County is making toward
meeting its climate change and other sustainability goals.
As with the list of activities in the Benchmarking Sustainability section, the metrics presented
here do not provide the full picture of the County’s progress. Although many key measures are
presented, developing a complete set of sustainability metrics will be an evolving process, and
require inputs from a wider variety of entities than were asked to contribute to this summary of
the DEP Office of Sustainability. The Benchmarking Sustainability section introduced the STAR
Community Rating System, which has as a fundamental component a comprehensive set of
metrics. The Office will continue to explore the use of STAR as a tool to expand the scope of
data included in this report, or in a wider sustainability report encompassing the full breadth of
sustainability in Montgomery County.

Building Fuel Energy Use
The CPP established targets for reductions in building energy use for the residential and
commercial/multi-family sectors. For the residential sector, the plan called for steps to be
taken to encourage 50% of the County’s homeowners to take steps to reduce energy use by
25% by 2020. In the commercial/multi-family sector, the target was a total reduction of 25% by
2020 across the sector.
Information on building energy use in the County is available from data collected as a result of
the County’s fuel energy tax, which provides information on the consumption of electricity,
natural gas, and other building fuels. These data are broken out by residential and nonresidential use, based on the structure of the County’s energy tax and the nature of utility
tariffs from electricity and gas suppliers. Generally, larger multi-family properties are included
in the non-residential data.
Residential building energy use is shown in Figures 4-1 and 4-2. Overall, residential building
energy use has grown more than 7% from the FY05 base year. Energy use dropped to a low
point in FY12, but has grown by more than 26% in the last four years.
Non-residential building energy use is shown in Figure 4-3 and 4-4. Non-residential energy use
is up by more than 12% from the FY05 base year. Non-residential building energy use has
followed the same general trend as residential use, reaching a low point in FY12 but growing by
nearly 13% in the last four years.
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Determining the reasons for fluctuations in building energy use is complex. Energy use may be
influenced by economic activity, weather, and fuel prices. In addition, the data shows total
energy use in the building sector and is not adjusted to reflect increases in population or
building square footage.

Greenhouse Gas Emissions
The 2009 Montgomery County Climate Protection Plan established the following goals for
greenhouse gas (GHG) reductions:
“…reduce County wide greenhouse gas emissions to 80% below the amount…in the base
year [FY05]…including a plan to stop increasing County wide greenhouse gas emissions
by 2010 and achieve a 10% reduction every 5 years through 2050.”
The three primary components of the County’s measured GHG emissions were residential and
non-residential building energy use, and on-road transportation. The Office of Sustainability is
currently working to develop a standard approach for regularly updating transportation related
GHG emissions.
Information from the County’s fuel energy tax provides the raw data for calculating GHG
emissions from building related energy use. Utilizing factors established by the U.S.
Environmental Protection Agency (USEPA), data on energy consumption can be converted to
GHG emissions. In keeping with standard protocols, these emissions are expressed in terms of
carbon dioxide equivalents (CO2e) to account for the global warming potential of other
greenhouse gases (methane and nitrous oxide) emitted when electricity is generated or other
building fuels are consumed.
Using updated energy use data from energy tax records, and the latest emission factors
published by the USEPA, the Office of Sustainability has updated the calculated base year (FY05)
GHG emissions associated with building energy use. This update has resulted in an adjustment
to the FY05 base year GHG emissions from building energy use reported in the CPP from 8.088
million metric tons MMT (MMTCO2e) to 7.205 MMTCO2e. Progress toward meeting the
County’s GHG reduction goals defined above will be calculated against this revised base figure.
Building-related GHG emissions are shown in Figures 4-5 and 4-6. Despite the increase in
building energy use since the FY05 base year, GHG emissions from building fuel use are down.
In fact, with a drop of just over 11%, this component of the County’s measured GHG emissions
has met the target of a 10% reduction by FY15. Consistent with the pattern of building energy
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use in the County, building-related GHG emissions were at their lowest in FY12, down nearly
23% from the FY05 base. Since FY12, however, emissions have increased more than 15%.
The reduction in GHG emissions from buildings is primarily attributable to the greening of the
electricity supply. As shown in Figure 4-7, the average GHG emissions from the electricity
supplied to this region have dropped from 1,145 lbs/MWh CO2e to 863 lbs/MWh CO2e, a
reduction of nearly 25%. This information is compiled in the U.S. EPA’s Emissions & Generation
Resource Integrated Database (eGRID), which is comprehensive source of data on the
environmental characteristics of the nation’s electric power generation system. The data from
eGRID is aggregated in a variety of ways. The emissions factors in Figure 4-7 are from the
eGRID subregion identified as “RFC East,” which is the eastern half of the region managed by
Reliability First, one of eight regional entities responsible for ensuring the reliability of the
nation’s electric power system. Data are not available from eGRID for each year. As a result, in
this analysis, GHG emissions from electricity use in a given year are based on the most recent
year for which data is available (e.g., emissions for FY12-FY15 are based on 2012 emissions
factors). Should updated eGRID emissions data become available for recent years, the County’s
GHG emissions from building energy use may be lower than that shown in Figures 4-5 and 4-6.
Several points should be noted related to the GHG emissions data. First, the calculated
emissions are based on emission factors associated with the combustion of the fuels used to
generate the energy. For electricity, this means the emissions at the power plant; for natural
gas, LPG, and heating oils, this means at the building where the fuel is used. Line losses in the
electric distribution system, fugitive emissions due to the extraction of natural gas and oil, and
other indirect emissions are not included in this analysis.
Second, because Maryland is a deregulated electricity market, consumers may obtain their
electricity supply from an entity other than their local utility. A number of suppliers offer
“green” power, that is, power generated by wind, solar, or another clean, renewable source.
The County does not have access to data on how many customers may be using some form of
clean electricity. As a result, the actual GHG emissions associated with the electricity used by
Montgomery County customers may be lower than the calculated emissions if County
customers purchase a greater amount of clean electricity than the average customer in the RFC
East eGRID subregion.
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Figure 4-1
Residential building energy use has grown more than 7% from the FY05 base
year. Energy use dropped to a low point in FY12, but has grown by more than
26% in the last four years.
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Figure 4-2
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Figure 4-3
Non-residential energy use is up by more than 12% from the FY05 base year.
Non-residential building energy use has followed the same general trend as
residential use, reaching a low point in FY12 but growing by nearly 13% in the
last four years.
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Figure 4-4
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Figure 4-5
Consistent with the pattern of building energy use in the County, buildingrelated GHG emissions were at their lowest in FY12, down nearly 23% from the
FY05 base. Since FY12, emissions have increased more than 15%. However, with
a drop of just over 11% since the FY05 base year, this component of the County’s
measured GHG emissions has met the target of a 10% reduction by FY15.
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Figure 4-6
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Figure 4-7
GHG emissions per unit of electricity generated have dropped nearly 25% from
the FY05 base year. These data are from the U.S. EPA’s Emissions & Generation
Resource Integrated Database (eGRID) database, a comprehensive source of
data on the environmental characteristics nation’s electric power generation
system.
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Sustainable Buildings
Two indicators of a more sustainable building are achieving the ENERGY STAR label from the
U.S. EPA or certifying a building through the U.S. Green Building Council’s (USGBC) Leadership
in Energy and Environmental Design (LEED) certification process. Montgomery County has
more ENERGY STAR labeled and LEED certified buildings than any jurisdiction in Maryland.
Figure 4-8 shows the number of buildings in the County achieving the Energy Star label in a
given year (the label must be earned each year) and the number achieving building design and
construction (BD&C) certification in a given year (LEED BD&C certification is a one-time action).
As of January 2016, 198 buildings in Montgomery County had achieved LEED BD&C certification
based on USGBC data.
There are different levels of LEED BD&C certification – Certified, Silver, Gold, and Platinum.
Figure 4-9 shows the number of buildings achieving each certification level in the County by
year since 2004.
Montgomery County Public Schools (MCPS) is one of the largest property managers in the
County. Dating back to the adoption of an energy conservation policy in 1973, MCPS has had a
history of incorporating sustainability into the design of its schools. Current building design
practices include the installation of geoexchange heating/cooling and solar PV systems. All
newly constructed schools go through the LEED certification process. Figure 4-10 illustrates the
growing number of schools in the MCPS system incorporating one or more of these features.
There has been explosive growth across the country in the installation of on-site solar PV
systems. Montgomery County has been no exception. Table 4-11 shows the number of permit
applications for solar PV systems received by the Office of Permitting Services from FY14
through the first half of FY16. Applications for residential systems in the first half of FY16 have
surpassed the total received in all of FY15, while applications for commercial systems have
increased five-fold.
In 2008, the Maryland General Assembly passed the EmPOWER Maryland Energy Efficiency Act.
This legislation directed Maryland’s utilities to develop incentives to encourage energy
efficiency measures on residential and commercial buildings in the state. As illustrated in
Figure 4-12, Pepco’s commercial and industrial customers in the County have utilized more
than $40 million of incentives, saving more than 106,000 MWh of electricity.
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Figure 4-8
ENERGY STAR data reflects the number of buildings achieving the ENERGY STAR
label in a given year; the label must be earned each year. LEED data reflects the
number of buildings achieving building design and construction (BD&C)
certification in a given year; LEED BD&C certification is a one-time action. As of
January 2016, there were 198 LEED certified buildings in Montgomery County.
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Figure 4-9
ENERGY STAR data reflects the number of buildings achieving the ENERGY STAR
label in a given year; the label must be earned each year. LEED data reflects the
number of buildings achieving building design and construction (BD&C)
certification in a given year; LEED BD&C certification is a one-time action.
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Figure 4-10
Sustainable features incorporated into Montgomery County Public School
buildings include geoexchange heating/cooling and solar PV systems. All newly
constructed schools go through the LEED certification process. Of MCPS’s 22
LEED certified schools, 21 are LEED Gold.
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Figure 4-11
Applications for residential solar PV systems in the first half of FY16 have
surpassed the total received in all of FY15, while applications for commercial
systems have increased five-fold.
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Figure 4-12
Pepco’s commercial and industrial customers in Montgomery County have
utilized more than $40 million of incentives, saving more than 106,000 MWh of
electricity.
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Transportation Choices
One hallmark of a sustainable community is a variety of transportation options. Montgomery
County is served by an extensive public transportation network, including the Washington
Metropolitan Transit Authority’s Metrorail and Metrobus system, and the County’s Ride On bus
system. Current development patterns, and infrastructure installed by the private sector and
the Department of Transportation, have enhanced the County’s network of sidewalks, bike
lanes, and pedestrian and bike paths.
Figure 4-13 illustrates the travel mode split of Montgomery County commuters. According to
data from the U.S. Census Bureau, since 2005 the percentage of workers traveling by vehicle
alone has dropped slightly from around 67% to around 64%. There have been equivalent
increases in other modes, or in the number of individuals working at home.
According to the Maryland Motor Vehicle Administration, there were nearly 775,000 vehicles
registered in Montgomery County in FY15, the largest number ever. On a per capita basis,
however, the number of vehicle registrations has dropped in the last five years from roughly
0.77 vehicles per capita in 2010 to 0.74 vehicles per capita in 2014. With a total population of
more than one million people, this translates to 30,000 fewer vehicles currently registered in
the County as compared to the 2010 rate. As shown in Figure 4-14 the County’s per capita
registration rate is similar to Prince George’s County and less than other Maryland counties in
the region. As shown in Figure 4-14, alternative vehicles make up just over 3% of the vehicles
registered in Montgomery County, with the vast majority of these being gas/electric hybrid
vehicles. Electric and electric hybrid vehicles are able to charge up at a growing number of
publically available electric vehicle charging stations in the County.
The introduction of Capital Bikeshare into Montgomery County has increased opportunities for
biking. There are 52 Bikeshare stations in the County, concentrated in Silver Spring/Takoma
Park, Bethesda, and Rockville. These stations have a total capacity of 800 bikes. As shown in
Figure 4-16, since the start of the program in the County, more than 91,000 trips have been
taken, totaling more than 220,000 miles.
The Department of Transportation has an extensive capital improvement program to install
new sidewalks, replace sidewalks that don’t comply with the Americans with Disabilities Act
(ADA), and connect the sidewalk network to bus stops. Figure 4-17 shows the cumulative linear
feet of sidewalk installed under this program in the last five years.
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Figure 4-13
Since 2005 the percentage of workers traveling by vehicle alone has dropped
slightly from around 67% to around 64%. There have been equivalent increases
in other travel modes, or in the number of individuals working at home.
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Figure 4-14
On a per capita basis, the number of vehicle registrations in Montgomery County
has dropped in the last five years from roughly 0.77 vehicles per capita in 2010
to 0.74 vehicles per capita in 2014. With a total population of more than one
million people, this translates to 30,000 fewer vehicles currently registered in the
County as compared to the 2010 rate.
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Figure 4-15
Alternative vehicles make up just over 3% of the vehicles registered in
Montgomery County, with the vast majority of these being gas/electric hybrid
vehicles. There are a growing number of publically available electric vehicle
charging stations in the County.
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Figure 4-16
The introduction of Capital Bikeshare into Montgomery County has increased
opportunities for biking. There are 52 bikeshare stations in the County, with a
total capacity of 800 bikes. Since the start of the program in the County, more
than 91,000 trips have been taken, totaling more than 220,000 miles.
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Figure 4-17
The Department of Transportation (DOT) has an extensive capital improvement
program to install new sidewalks, replace sidewalks that don’t comply with the
Americans with Disabilities Act (ADA), and connect the sidewalk network to bus
stops. In the last five years, DOT has installed or replaced more than 45 miles of
sidewalk.
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Other Sustainability Metrics
As described in detail in section about the Office of Sustainability, the County has a Green
Business Certification Program to support and recognize businesses that incorporate
sustainability into their operations. The program recognizes businesses certified by B Lab, DEP
(under two different programs for offices and landscapers), Green America, the Green
Restaurant Association, and Green Seal. Figure 4-18 shows breakdown of businesses
recognized under these programs, as well as the growth of the program since its inception in
FY10.
An important component of a sustainable community is a robust solid waste management
system that places an emphasis on reducing the volume of waste generated, recycling to the
greatest extent possible, and minimizing the amount of waste disposed. Since the
development of the materials recovery facility for mixed containers in the early 1990s, the
County’s recycling goal has steadily increased. In 2012, Montgomery County established a goal
of recycling or diverting 70% of the material in the solid waste stream by the end of 2020. The
County utilizes a methodology approved by the Maryland Department of the Environment
(MDE) in accordance with the Maryland Recycling Act for determining the waste diversion rate.
The waste diversion rate is the recycling rate plus a source reduction credit, which is earned
based upon waste reduction efforts. Montgomery County typically earns the maximum source
reduction credit of 5%. Figure 4-19 shows the County’s waste diversion rate over time. The
figure for 2015 is a projection pending MDE review.
As noted in the Benchmarking Sustainability section, the Montgomery County Public Schools
(MCPS), Washington Suburban Sanitary Commission (WSSC), and Montgomery College (MC)
have taken a number of steps to address the sustainability of their operations. Each of entities
tracks a variety of data documenting their efforts. Figure 4-20 shows graphs MCPS includes in
their annual Environmental Sustainability Management Plan related to GHG emissions and
energy use. These graphs are updates of the data in the report which can be found at the
“School Energy” link on the MCPS Department of Facilities homepage at
http://www.montgomeryschoolsmd.org/departments/facilities/.
Similarly, WSSC and MC track energy use and GHG emissions. Figure 4-21 illustrates how the
incorporation of renewable energy has affected the carbon footprint of these entities.
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Figure 4-18
The Green Business Certification Program recognizes businesses certified by B
Lab, DEP (under two different programs for offices and landscapers), Green
America, the Green Restaurant Association, and Green Seal. The program has
grown to recognize 84 businesses as of the end of FY15.
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Figure 4-19
Montgomery County’s goal is to divert 70% of the material in the solid waste
stream by the end of 2020. In accordance with the Maryland Recycling Act, the
waste diversion rate is the recycling rate plus a source reduction credit, which is
earned based upon waste reduction efforts. The figure for 2015 is a projection
pending review by the Maryland Department of the Environment.
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Figure 4-20
Montgomery County Public Schools (MCPS) extensively tracks GHG emissions and
energy use. These figures are updates of charts included in MCPS’s Environmental
Sustainability Management Plan, which can be found at the “School Energy” link on
the MCPS Department of Facilities homepage at
http://www.montgomeryschoolsmd.org/departments/facilities/.
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Figure 4-21
As part of their sustainability strategy, WSSC and Montgomery College both utilize renewable
energy to meet their energy use and GHG emission reduction goals.
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